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Context 
 
One of the goals of my school principal this year is “Improving student’s performance in all areas 
of academics” with a focus of “Student centric learning with emphasis on OLPC and project based 
learning.”  
 
Personal Experience 
Being  an  IT  expert  in  a wide  range  of  tools  and  software’s,  I  have  been  able  to make  excellent 
connections  between  ICT  and  education.  Teachers  generally  make  use  of  basic  features  in 
software’s and seldom fond time to explore advanced feature of common software’s used. 

 
Role and responsibilities 
I am an professionally qualified and experienced in the field of IT; I have been successfully heading 
the Indus ICT department from past eight years.  Every year I prepare one batch of grade 10 IT/CST 
students and one batch of grade 12  ITGS  / Computer Science  students.  I have good collection of 
resource  as wells as  a number of  templates, modules and programs developed  for  teaching  and 
learning.    I was  responsible  for  the  implementation  of OLPC/OLPT  and  ICT  Integration  in  our 
school. My  ICT  “Digital  Literacy Workshops”  for  teachers  are  very  popular.   Now  I  have  also 
become Programme leader to deliver “CIE Teacher Diploma with ICT”. I have been a consultant for 
the school, for all IT related issues.  

 
My institution 
My institution is an International School catering to IBDP, IGCSE and PYP.  ICT at INDUS consist 
of  ITGS  and  Computer  Science  in  IBDP,  ICT  and  Computer  Studies  in  IGCSE. My  school  is 
completely into OLPC/OLPT.  The entire school is networked with LAN and WIFI.   

 
My learners 
Teachers from all streams of PYP, MSP, IGCSE and IB attend my ICT-PD workshops. 
IBDP ITGS and/or Computer Science students, IGCSE ICT and Computer Studies Students. 
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Part A 

Step A  Using ICT to undertake the formative assessment of learners  

  Whole group teaching session 

 
State what is being assessed using ICT and justify your selection 
 
Chapter “4 Computer Networks” of IGCSE ICT has been taught to the students and their skills 
in the same needs to be assessed. My selection was to create a worksheet using Google forms. 
I selected this as I could easily send the link to the whole group. Students can take the 
worksheet at their convenient time before the dead line. Student’s answers get accumulated in 
a spreadsheet in the teacher Gmail account. With a simple if function the teacher can access all 
students work in no time.  

 
Critically evaluate the contribution that ICT can make towards the formative assessment of learners 
 
For the teachers it is much easier to create an electronic worksheet than and manual 
worksheet.  Using Google forms different types of questing can be formed using different 
options. The one word answers and fill in the blanks can be created using the text input box. 
The multiple choose questions and true or false questions can be created using radio bottoms. 
Match the following could be created using the list box or the combo box. Choose from the list 
can be created using the check box options. The section header could be used for the section 
titles. The link to this electronic worksheet can be mailed to the group mail of the students. 
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dHdxOWlsa0JDRjVVOVhwQ0hEX2hr
aUE6MQ).  Students with internet or WIFI connection can easily open their mail and click on the 
link both at class and from home. All that the student needs to do is to click on the link take the 
test and click submit. The answers of the students get stored in a spreadsheet file in the 
teachers mail box. 
 
Using Excel I have created two sheets one (Answer) to copy and paste the worksheet form 
Google. The Marks sheet consist of the formula to computer the results. The right answer is 
kept in row 2. In row 2 col C the formula =IF(Answer!C3=Answer!$C$2,1,0) is typed which 
compared the right answer in row 2 with student answer to the Answer sheet. This formula is  
copied across the col’s for 25 questions without the $ sign before the Col Label,  and then fix 
the $ symbol for cols. Now copy the formulas of the first student across to 25 rows for the 
remaining 25 students. Using the =SUM(C4:AA4) in the last col you could get the result for  
each student. Using the =SUM(C3:C27) formula in the last row you will be able to see which 
questions students have done well and which questions more forces need to be given to 
students. 
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Whole group learning session 

Evidence of formative assessment using ICT 

Provide an example of formative assessment that you have used for this learning session. 

Evidence should clearly show that at least two learners of different abilities have been assessed over a period of time (e.g. email, data 
tracking tools, vle entries, photographs, blogs etc.). 

 
One word answers using Textbox Radio buttons  are good for multiple choice question  

  

 
 
For True or False Radio Buttons are the best Using combo box can address Match the Following 
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Text box is best for Fill in the blanks Link been sent to the student 

 

 
 
 

STUDENTS ANSWER STORED IN GOOGLE COLOBARATIVE WORKSHEET 
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This table  has the formula to check the correct answer and give 1 mark for each right answer, The Total and 
Percentage is been computed. 
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Step B  Using ICT to undertake the summative assessment of learners 

  Whole group teaching session 

 
State what is being assessed using ICT and justify your selection 
 
The students knowledge  and understanding of IT  systems (its uses, softwares used, 
hardware’s used, Input Devices, Output Control, Storage Device, ICT Jobs, Area of Impact and 
type of system) is been gained.   
 
IT Systems is one of the broad topics in IBDP-ITGS out of three main topics. Giving a proper 
insight into it students needs to undergo several assessments. This submitted assessment 
consist of 30 different IT systems at the rate of three minutes per system and a choice of 15 
questions students will be able  to complete the assessment in 90 minutes.    
 
This is a teacher created template using MS-Access, simple to create. It consists of one central 
assessment table consisting of separate table for each unit of lookup. A central form of all 
lookups are been setup. 
 
This access file is attached to the mail and sent to all students. Students download the same on 
to their laptops and attempt 15 questions on a given time.  On completion the student sent it to 
the allotted peer who will mark the same on a given criterion, comparing the answers with the 
teacher completed access file which has the correct answers, and mails the copy back with print 
screen of the mark sent to the teacher. 
  
More units can be tested electronically than manually. 
It consist a list of all choices for each unit. 
A check list of students learning can be maintained. 
Students will be focused around the learning objective.  
 

 
Describe the assessment criteria employed to ensure that progress and achievement were correctly 
identified 
 
Student gets one mark for every right selection to a maximum of five points for a complete list. 
For example an input Device for a POS Terminal Keyboard (1 Mark), Barcode Reader (1 Mark), 
Card Reader for payment (1 Mark) as these three make a complete list of input devices the 
student will be given 5 Marks for input devices.  
Students get one negative mark for every wrong selection. 
Each answer is compared with the master answer file and marked. 

 
Critically evaluate the contribution that ICT can make towards the summative assessment of learners 
 
Multiple choice drops down boxes can save assessment time which in turn can help students to 
take up more number of questions. 
Ignites the taught process and helps the child perform better, which in turn boost the interest 
of the child. 
The archives of student’s assessment can be maintained for future reference and revision. 
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Whole group teaching session 

Evidence of summative assessment using ICT 

OTHER STUDENTS 

 

ESL STUDENTS 
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The Average performance of two groups of students 
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Step C  Using ICT to critically analyse and evaluate the performance of learners over time 

  Whole group teaching session 

 
State what aspect of learner’s performance is being evaluated and justify your selection 
 
This is continual self testing process for Grade nine students to improve on their grammar. The 
print screens provided below for learning tense. As a beginning point of preparing students for 
the SAT exam, students need to develop strong skills in grammar.  Just by teaching, and 
having some manual practice will not make the child conversant with the same. Give several 
continues assessment provide learner performance over time. This is a small module that I 
have designed using MS-Assess, it has all the English words which are used in tense. The 
student has the options to self assess his skill progressive till he masters them. It maintains a 
log with the date and time of all tests taken. The module can give test wise result or result 
grouped by the alphabet. This module is portable and can be attached and sent to students 
who can open it with MS-Access. On completion he could click on “Email Scores to Supervisor” 
which will be sent to the teacher. This mould can also be extended to other grammar concepts 
as well.  

 
Identify other methods of using ICT to assess the attainment or achievement of learners over time  
 
In word <Review><Compare> can be used to comparing 
students answers with marking scheme with a proper 
template created. 
Word <Review><Track Changes> can be made use for peer 
assessment and teacher assessment. 
 
Files can be covert as .PDF files using adobe acrobat. These 
files can be moderated or assessed based on given rubrics; 
student/teacher can make use of the tools in this image for 
giving their feedbacks and marks. 
 
MS-Excel is one of the best teacher tool for assessment, it 
provides a number of formulas and functions that would help 
in assessment. Formulas such as Sum, Average, Count, Min, 
Max help analysis marks. The IF function can be used in a 
verity of different ways to provide automated feedbacks 
based on marks obtained by students. 
 
With growth of importance of assessments using technology it is very important for teacher to 
learn MS-Access or other database management systems which can help the teacher manage a 
student’s data base to produce several different reports, additional help in design several 
testing tools making use of them. It provides options of relationship, shorting, indexing, forms, 
queries, reports and menus. 
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Whole group teaching session 

Evidence of using ict to analyse the attainment or achievement of learners 

Provide an example of how you have used ict to analyse attainment or achievement for this learning session. 

Evidence should clearly show how ict has been used to produce a graphical analysis of learner performance over time. 
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Step D  Using ICT to create opportunities for learners to engage in peer assessment 

  Small group/individual learning session 

 
State what opportunities are being created, explain how learners will assess each other’s work and 
justify your selection 
 
The learning process of “Strand 3: IT systems’’ in grade 12 ITGS students review different clips on 
the IT system and fill the softcopy of the worksheet provide. On completion of the worksheet 
student need to convert their word file into PDF file using adobe acrobat.   This process is been 
done so that others do not alter their work. This .pdf file is been mailed to the peer. The 
students are providing with the marking scheme for the teacher. Comparing the marking 
scheme the peer will provide the breakup of the marks using the text box tool.  Using the 
callout tool from <Tools><Comments & Mark-up> in adobe acrobat the student could provide 
feedback on the work. Students can mix and match the tools and make use of them to provide 
required directions. 

 
Identify other ways in which ICT can be used effectively within a teaching and learning situation to 
promote peer assessment 
 
Using <Forms><Create New Forms> PDF worksheets and question papers can be converted to 
electronic question papers where students can take the test and mail it to the peer. Using the 
marking scheme the peer can access the papers. To automate the process in one master paper 
the right answers can be entered and file compare option could be used to compare and review 
the same. 
 

 
Students work done in PowerPoint can be peer assesses using PowerPoint tools of New/edit 
comment, Show/Hide comments. 
 
Excel assignments can be peer assessed <Review><New Comments> and <Review><Track 
Changes>.  With the help of the IF and Lookup functions in excel the teacher will be able to 
build small templates that can aid peer Assessment.   
  
Word also has some tools which can be used for peer assessment in the <Review> menu. The 
options that can be used are <Track Changes>, <Compare>, <Balloons>, <Spelling & 
Grammar>, <Thesaurus>, <Translate>.  
 
Tech savvy teachers can also create several assessment tools using MS-Access. It provides 
multiple tables which can be related. Queries, Sorting and Indexing can be used in several 
different ways of assessment. Using Forms different templates can be created to test and 
access. 
 
Internet is a very wonderful source of information where the teacher and students can find a 
variety of different assessment in the form of puzzles, crossword, quiz, drag-drop and several 
rubrics that can help in peer assessment. These are easily assessable, simple to use. For results 
students can take print short of their reports, attach it and sent it to the teacher. 
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Small group/individual learning session 

Evidence of peer assessment 

Provide examples of how at least 2 learners have worked collaboratively to assess each others’ work. 
 
Students Name: ARJUN PADMANABHAN, KIM, SOONKI, OWAZE ,BHARATH   
Clip Names Pirates of the Silicon Valley
Grade: 11 Date: Thursday, November 10,2011  

IT SYSTEMS HARDWARE SOFTWARE 
Networking (Personal Computer) Monitor, CPU, 63 I.C chips, 

Keyboard , Mouse  
Graphics Software, Dos 

Sound Communication  Blue box: In-circuit, Debug Card, 
On- Chip Emulation   

Systems blue box software 

Video Communication Microphone, Screen, Web cam, 
wires/wi5 router 

Video Conferencing Software, 
sound and video configuration 
software 

Identify the uses of the IT system 

1.Email, file and Data storage, networking 

2. Enables audio communication between people through a medium 

3.Enables video communication between people through a medium 

How does this system work? 

1.Accepts Data as input, processes it and converts it into output 

2.The various hardware parts are used to communicate, between people 

3. All these hardware parts such as microphones and webcams are all connected together to enable visual 
viewing. 

 

Stake Holders Positive Effect Negative Effect 

1.IBM IBM allows anyone to develop and 
manufacture a prototype this has 
helped the mass development of 
products  

The people developing the 
product must maintain the 
American standard code(ASCII) 

2. Microsoft Microsoft take great initiative to develop 
software for public 

They were previously questioned 
by Apple, due to copyright issues   

3.Macintosh Good Against Viruses Not as popular now worldwide 
compared to Microsoft 
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Step E Promoting and modelling digital etiquette and responsible social interactions 

 
Identify precautions that must be taken by teachers when storing personal data electronically 
 
Student’s personal information and assessments are sensitive date which we as teacher cannot 
afford to distribute or lose.  
Precautions that can be taken to store them. It should preferable stored on the teacher 
personal laptops and not on public servers. 
Teachers should not tamper with students work or share it with others. 
It is very important that the teacher deletes all personal details of students when their role with 
the student is over, so that anyone could misuse the same at a later date.  

 
Identify procedures that must be followed by learners when assessing their own personal data 
 
With the introduction of OLPC the necessaries to gain access to learner’s personal data on the 
school server does not arise.  They mostly have their own data in their own Laptops.  
 
At times when personal data is been stored on the school server apart for the authorised admin 
staff and teachers the student has the right to access their personal data, make necessary 
changes update them and delete irrelevant and outdated data. This should be generally done 
by a secure user name and password. 
 
Students need to learn to maintain their username and password without sharing it with others. 
It is a good practice for them to change their password time and now.  

 
Recognise and acknowledge digital etiquette when using ICT to assess teaching and learning 
 
Testing is a process of learning; student should understand this and make sure that they have 
a self concession toward academic honesty. They should learn to quote the information lifted. 
They should make sure that they do not electronically share their assessment files with other 
students. 
 
It is a general tendency for student to lose their data frequently due to improper maintenance 
and virus problem.  As a good practice students need to learn to sent copies of different stages 
of their work to the teacher so that  in case of emergency they could have a copy and do not 
have to rework all over again. Additionally students can make their own arrangement for 
backup and store additional copy for recovery in accidental loses of data. 
 
There is nothing wrong for student making use of the research and knowledge of other, but 
they need to acknowledge them by referencing them. But with this as a base they cannot have 
a complete work of just copying and reference others, there work should consist of analysis of 
their research and their own conclusions to the topic.  
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Part B 

Reflective Report 

 
Time has changed and teachers have come a long way in using ICT for teaching and learning. 
But there is still a long way to go with reference to assessing formative and submitting work of 
students using ICT. 
 
There are several online assessment tools as quiz, crossword, drag and drop, match the 
following, objective type question bank and several other testing tools. All these provide 
immediate results of student’s performance in terms of marks, percentage, stars or even a 
critical review of the same.  As teacher we could also have our formative or summative 
assignment, done by students using Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Photoshop, Flash and many other 
tools. With the help of some good rubrics this work of the child can be self/pear assessed. 
 
The advantages of using ICT for assignment or having the work assessed by ICT are numerous.  
For example if we need to teach maths the same concept need to be taught to the child several 
times. Using excel with some simple formulas teachers could automate different exercises 
saving time and paper in getting them done. Very often the numbers of exercises practiced / 
tested are limited due to lack of time for the teacher to mark so many papers. Moreover just be 
given a child a worksheet or test without assessing the same the student would repeat the 
same mistake over and over again.  If we have this automate ever time the student takes up 
the test he would get instant marks and an explanation of where he/she is going wrong.  In this 
way the students get to test their skills, at their own phase. They could also try it out over are 
over again until they get the concept and score better. This method can boost the moral and 
spirit of learning. 
 
Excel is a wonderful tool for testing. Teachers can customise worksheets and templates to test 
several different concepts. They can work around with the IF formula to compare the child’s 
answer with the right answer and give a point for the right answer.  With the help of formulas 
such as SUM, AVERAGE, COUNT teachers will be able to compute results. Using graphs in excel 
can help analyse data and make good reports.  Using the lookup function mark obtained can  
be converted to descriptive remarks which are a good way to give feedback to students and 
parents. Needless to say that teachers of the digital age need to come with a strong 
background of database knowledge. What a teacher can accomplish with database skills need 
to be explored by boards, schools and teachers. For example using computers an accountant 
tallies his accounts, a supermarket has an inventory of stock purchased or sold. He can trace 
ever unit of the same where it has gone, when it was bought, sold, lost or damaged. If this 
level of tracking can be applied on students IEP “Individual learning plan”. Teachers can 
pinpoint the student’s areas of weakness and provide more worksheets and assessment to the 
child till he understand and overcomes the problem. 
 
A cycle of testing electronically is much simpler or effective than manual testing. It is advisable 
for the teacher to have the outlook in the teacher computer, record all the students emails ids 
and group them based on different learning levels.  Research and keep the testing material 
related to the topic ready.  Testing pages or tools from the internet it is better to directly send 
the link to the student one or two hours before the class. For copyright reasons it is not 
advisable to download them and attach it to their mails. But in certain case the author permits 
you to do so or you could get the permission of the author.   For small modules, automated 
data files/templates created using legal softwares can directly be attached to your mail and 
sent to the students. Students can download these files into separate group folders and 
primarily use them in the testing period. On completion of the test the student can take a print 
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screen of the score/marks page using the “Print Scrn” and send it to the teacher.   The teacher 
would tabulate this data in a table or spreadsheet and maintain a record of testing over a 
period of time and analyse the same. A time frame to the receipt of the assignment could also 
be given, in some cases the teacher may look at the score directly from the students monitor 
and record the same, but it is good to store print short of scores and remarks provided by the 
system and keep them to share it with parents, students and coordinators as and when 
required.  Students with learning disabilities would be provided with more time and support as 
and when needed or else the student will be stuck in between. These students could be given 
more turns before they take the main assessment. The links and files sent to the students can 
be stored and used by the students time and now as and when they find time or before some 
exams to keep abreast of the terms learned. 
 
If we are all looking for is the final learning outcome of the child we should be able to give the 
child the required amount of practice and have them assessed and provide them with the 
required feedback till finally when they have learned. Testing with immediate mark/feedback 
gives the student a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment.  It is actually the lack of time of 
teacher as them need to handle 1:25 students and correct multiple assignments. If we can 
make use of ICT to solve this problem we could be able get all students to score well except for 
a few who are medically challenged. 
 
I conclude by saying that teachers rather than making use of softwares must turn  out to able 
to make uses of these tools to create their own teaching and assessment worksheets and 
template and device method to automatically assess students work. This can help them provide 
more testing cycles for students, which in term will help the student learn better. 
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Additional evidence 

 
Please use this space for any additional evidence you wish to submit: 
 
 


